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Schematic Cross section through an ice sheet
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L : total subGB length
A : area
frequency
but, ice core data (EDML) do not show a
“subGB depth range”
... (and neither do other parameters
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But needed for deformation
compatibility




˙ " = B # exp($Q /RT) #% n
T = absolute temperature
R = gas constant
B, n, Q = constants
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subGB parallel to basal plane
subGB  ||  basal plane
+
Rot. Axis     basal plane
=
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subGB normal to basal plane
Rotation Axis 
is close to prism 
plane normal
sGB        basal plane
+
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subGB parallel to basal plane
Rotation Axis 
is close to prism 
plane normal
sGB  ||  basal plane
+
Rot. Axis || basal plane
=
Tilt boundary with edge dislocations 
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Burgers vector = c or c+a
X-ray Laue diffraction Data
Weikusat et al. 2010, submitted to J. Glac.
Basal tilt boundary
Burgers vector = a
Basal twist boundary
Burgers vectors = a
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Summary
Summery• Three recrystallization regimes have to be reconsidered
• Subgrain boundaries identified as
– Tilt boundary comprised of
edge dislocations in basal plane (b=a)
– Twist boundary comprised of sets of
screw dislocations in basal plane (b=a)
– Tilt boundary comprised of
edge dislocations in NON-basal plane (b=c or b=c+a)
• Surprising: Non-basal tilt boundaries are quite common
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